ATTACHMENT 8

There seems to be a limited view of the importance of the rural landscapes and the coastal zone the
over arching and valuable of our natural resources.

In all of the Development/Landuse/Conservation Strategies/Reorts the key objective was the
protection of the natural beauty of the Islands landscapes.In this strategy it needs to be spelt out
more clearly.

Therefore suggest

P15 Objective 1 How do we get there -"Plan for additional pressures on rural and coastal landscape
values"

P16 Who else can help us get there- 'NSW Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)." Australian
Conservation Foundation could be listed under one of these headings. The community needs to
realize there are other stakeholders.
Indicators of success - "Visual character and rural landscape and coastal zone preserved"

P17 Objective 2 -Not sure but what I have said above seems to apply here. Not happy with the
wording of 2.1 "Open Space" in planning usually refers to reserve type areas not the over all rural
landscape. " Low density development" can mean anything -end up with sprawl and needs to be
contained and recognition of development zones. So again and perhaps more here on the landscape
aspect.

P18 Indicators of success -add " That the NI Community and other steakholders are satisfied that the
rural landscape and coastal values are appropriately managed and protected."

P24 Building should not be an isolated success but in the context " that the development is
compatable with modern planning and zoning standards and the natural environment."

Increase in building approvals is not a success if it causes visual polution in rural and coastal zones or
intrudes on a particular habitat or heritage area.

A great norfolk walk has been propsed for around the island where possible and mentioned in the
original road map . Not sure but walking could be incerted into P30 objective 11. or elswhere or under
objective 1.Off road walking trails are essential for eco-tourism in the future.

It needs to be stated - without a clearly defined vision and a strategy to achieve it the population is
likely to continue to grow until the Island looses some of its attractions to for tourists and the
economy is undermined. A planned approach should be taken while population densities are
relatively low. We need a population policy.

Thanks for yr efforts

